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Abstract 

Service-Oriented Product Line (SOPL), which 

combines Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and 

Software Product Line (SPL) concepts and technologies, 

has attained an increasing interest in software engineering 

community in recent years. However, there are still 

several challenges we have to overcome when developing 

a SOPL. In this paper, an architecture-centric approach 

for SOPL development is proposed to alleviate these 

challenges. First, the business process execution language 

(BPEL) based architecture style and architecture 

description language bpel4Arch are developed. Then, 

based on them, a model-driven reference architecture 

generating method and a common rule engine based 

architecture customization approach are proposed. For 

facilitating the translation between application architecture 

and BPEL, we also provide an optimal partition for 

application architecture by applying the mixed integer 

programming (MIP) technique, which can achieve the 

entire function of target product with minimum molecular 

services. Finally, an initial case study on E-Shopping 

domain and some evaluations show the feasibility and 

efficiency of the proposed approach.  

Keywords: Serviced-Oriented Architecture, Software 

Product Line, Serviced-Oriented Product 

Line 

1 Introduction 

The concept of Software Product Line (SPL) is 

introduced to software engineering to meet requirements 

of software development in large-scale customization 

environment. Traditionally, SPLs are implemented 

with systematically developed components [1]. However, 

the reconfigurations of these components are largely 

limited to design-time. Due to the continuously change 

of user needs and expectations, we need the Service-

Oriented Product Line (SOPL) to support the ability of 

changing products at runtime, by combine the service-

oriented Architecture (SOA) and SPL [2-6]. In a SOPL, 

the service characteristics, e.g., dynamic discoverability 

and binding [7], can be used to provide the flexibility 

of reconfiguration for SPLs and their products.  

First, how to identify and design services or service 

compositions for the domain, to decide the variation 

points and service variability implementation 

mechanisms, and to define the SOPL architectural 

view [8-9]. Second, how to provide a common 

customization framework for different SOPLs to 

achieve reusability at the level of SPL. Third, using 

services in SPLs increases the complexity of 

application derivation, since each function of SOPL is 

implemented by a service. And several services may 

implement a single functionality, or more than one 

functionality can be implemented by a single service. 

Thus how to select the appropriate services to derive an 

optimal application that may be composed of several 

services is also challenging.  

Software architecture design plays a fundamental 

role in coping with inherent difficulties of the 

development of large-scale and complex software [10]. 

In the SPL context, reference architecture specifies a 

common structure for all member products, while 

application architecture, which can be derived from 

reference architecture, refers to the concrete 

architecture of a specific product. Reference architecture 

can be used as a basis for the development of systems 

for a specific domain, and application architecture can 

be used to derive product instances by guiding how to 

organize the components or services to form the 

required products. Thus, to solve above challenges, a 

systematic architecture-centric approach for SOPL 

development is proposed in this paper. 

Since the de facto standard Business Process 

Execution Language (BPEL) is used so widely in 

industry that we regard the SOPL as a web service 

composition system based on it in this paper. 

First, the BPEL-Based architecture style and a 
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description language bpel4Arch are developed as the 

basis of the proposed approach, in order to represent 

and document the architecture asset, and to facilitate 

the evolution of the proposed approach. Then, we 

propose an architecture-centric development approach 

for SOPL, including model-driven reference 

architecture generating, rule engine based application 

architecture customization, optimal partition of 

application architecture. At last, an initial case study on 

E-Shopping domain, the optimal partition performance 

evaluation and derivation efficiency evaluation show 

the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed approach.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 represents the related work on SOPL. We 

give an overview of the proposed architecture-centric 

approach for SOPL development in section 3. Section 

4 describes more details of the proposed development 

approach for SOPL. We evaluate the performance of 

the proposed approach for SOPL in section 5. Finally, 

our concluding remarks are provided in section 6.  

2 Related Work 

Many works [3-5] in the literature has considered 

the development of SOPL. However, most of them 

mainly focus on identifying services and variability 

management in the domain engineering, while few 

papers refer to complete methodological approach 

from requirement to implementation. In this paper, we 

focus on complete methodological approach for SOPL. 

The proposed approach is similar to [11], where the 

authors define a Business Process Modeling Notation 

(BPMN) and a feature model, and then they use feature 

selections to generate a concrete BPMN model, 

according to the mapping between features and BPMN 

model [12-13]. Different from [11], we use the SPL 

architecture to organize services and guide product 

derivation process. Architecture has more powerful 

description ability, especially for complex systems that 

can’t be represented by BPMN. In addition, the 

mapping between features and services in [11] is 

simple one-to-one, but we deal with more complex 

mapping between features and services, and provide an 

optimal partition for application architecture to derive 

optimal product instances.  

Software Architecture, which depicts the system 

configuration states from a global perspective, can be 

effectively used as the basis of software development. 

Some initiatives have suggested exploring these 

architectures in SPLs [14-16]. To easy the SPL 

development and automate the SPL architecture design, 

[14] introduces a multi-objective optimization 

approach to SPL architecture design by using 

evolutionary algorithms. For giving more details on 

how and when to use reference architectures, [16] 

explores the use of reference architecture in the 

development of product line artifacts, and [15] presents 

an architecture-centric approach to derive product 

instances from customization of product line 

architecture. Compared with these works, our approach 

focuses more on SOA paradigm and describes in more 

detail Architecture-Centric development process for 

SOPL, from the views of reference architecture and 

application architecture. 

In addition, some works concerning the generating 

of architecture in SOPL are proposed in [17-18]. In 

[17], an approach to designing SOPL architecture for 

business process families has been proposed. [18] also 

focuses on approach of architecture designing in SOPL, 

and provides a detailed description of activities for 

reference architecture generating. However, both of 

them pay less attention on model-driven methods and 

architecture customization in application engineering. 

Our method towards SOPL architecture not only pays 

more attention on model-driven development for 

reference architecture but also provides a common 

architecture customization approach based on the rule 

engine. [19] developed a model-driven product 

derivation tool, called GenArch, centered on 

definitions of feature, architecture and configuration 

models, which enable the automatic instantiation of 

SPLs. However, this tool aims to derive a product 

based on components. There are no details how to get 

the initial versions of these three models and the 

mapping between features and components is simple. 

Our method concentrates on the development of 

service-based product lines. We also provide an 

optimal partition for complex mapping between 

features and services to derive optimal product 

instances. And the evaluation shows that our method 

has higher efficiency on product derivation and 

modification than the tool GenArch.  

3 Approach Overview 

The engineering process for the SOPL using the 

proposed architecture-centric development approach is 

depicted in Figure 1. Similar to traditional development 

of SPL, the approach consists of two phases: domain 

engineering and application engineering. As the phase 

“develop for reuse”, domain engineering is in charge of 

developing a common reusable infrastructure and 

assets such as feature model, business process, service 

library, and reference architecture. While application 

engineering aims to develop the target products using 

the assets created before. It is known as the phase 

“developing reusing”. It is during this phase where 

products are built by service composition based on 

BPEL.  

As the basis of this approach, the BPEL-Based 

architecture style and an architecture description 

language bpel4Arch for SOPL are developed first in 

this paper. Then, the proposed architecture-centric 

development approach for SOPL pays more attention 

on following  phases:  (a)  Model-driven  reference  
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Figure 1. SOPL Development Process Using Our Proposed Approach 

architecture generating during domain engineering; (b) 

Architecture customization based on rule engine during 

application engineering; and (c) Mapping application 

architecture to BPEL. 

Model-driven reference architecture generating aims 

to get the reusable reference architecture from feature 

model and business process models. In this method, we 

integrate the feature modeling and business process 

modeling to reference architecture development, for 

satisfying the service-oriented paradigm and providing 

demanded variability and flexibility of SPLs. 

Architecture customization is to derive application 

architecture based on reference architecture and user’s 

feature selections. In order to simplify this process, we 

provide a common architecture customization approach 

for different SPLs based on rule engine. Through this 

way, we only need to create a rule-based knowledge 

base for the domain of each SPL and all the tasks of 

application customization can leave to the common 

rule engine based customizer. The main task of 

mapping application architecture to BPEL is to create 

the mapping relationship between abstract service 

components of application architecture and concrete 

service candidates in domain service library, and 

generate final BPEL code for each customization. To 

get the BPEL code with minimum number of 

molecular services, we propose an optimal partition 

method for application architectures by using the MIP 

technique. 

4 Approach Details 

4.1 Architecture Style and Description 

Language 

As described before, each product derived in the 

application engineering can be regarded as a BPEL-

based composite service. Thus a BPEL-based 

architecture styleis proposed in this paper. As Figure 2 

shows, each web service of the SOPL mounts on a 

BPEL process, which can start and monitor the 

execution of process. Due to different granularities, a 

web service can be a molecular service or a BPEL sub-

flow with several services. Due to the variability of 

SPLs, four kinds of business activities are involved in 

the BPEL flow [17]:   

 

Figure 2. Architecture style for BPEL-based SOPL 
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‧ Mandatory business activities with variability: These 

activities are mandatory, but the variants chosen 

under the constraints must be decided. 

‧ Optional business process: These activities may or 

may not be selected in the target products. 

‧ Optional business process with variability: These 

activities are optional, but the variants chosen under 

the constraints must be decided. 

‧ Mandatory business activities: These activities must 

be included in all the products.  

According to such architecture style, all the target 

products derived from application engineering should 

be translated into BPEL. Thus an architecture 

description language bpel4Arch is also proposed for 

SOPL based on BPEL, to formally describe SOPL 

architecture and facilitate this translation. Two main 

views need to be described by bpel4Arch: reference 

architecture and application architecture. Reference 

architecture includes variability of the domain in SPL 

and can be used to derive application architecture 

based on user’s customization information. More 

precisely, Figure 2 describes the reference architecture 

style. Application architecture style is similar to it just 

without variable business activities. 

Bpel4Arch consists of three parts: service 

component definition, connector definition and 

configuration definition. Service component is the 

entity of services used to describe the activity of 

business process in SOPL; Connector which is used to 

create interaction between service components, 

represents howthe BPEL process controls interactions 

between web services; Configuration defines the 

instances of service components and connectors, and 

creates the relationships, which equal to the bindings 

between web services in BPEL process. For simplicity, 

we don’t develop all the parts from scratch, but extend 

some syntaxes of BPEL. These extensions can be 

divided into two categories: (1) removing the unused 

tags and annotations that with no help to architecture 

description from the BPEL syntax; (2) adding 

variability specific syntax elements to the key tags and 

annotations reserved from the BPEL syntax, to support 

the description of reference architecture for SOPL. 

These additions should contain three aspects of 

variability information: the point at which variation can 

occur in reference architecture; the variants which can 

be bound at some variation point; the variability 

binding properties such as the variability type, 

cardinality of variants, relationship of variations, and 

variability binding constraints.  

Table 1 lists the main syntax elements of bpel4Arch, 

as described before, these syntax elements are derived 

from two ways. Tags such as <sequence>, <flow>, 

<pick>, <switch>, <while>, <condition>, <otherwise>, 

<case>, and <invoke>are derived from the BPEL 

syntax. Tag <serviceComponent>and attributes id, 

name, type and feature are new added to our syntax to 

support the variability description of SOPL 

architecture.  

Table 1. Syntax elements of bpel4Arch (D: Derived from BPEL; A: Added new) 

Element Type Description 

<sequence> D Similar to BPEL, service components in this structure style are invoked on sequence. 

<flow> D Similar to BPEL, service components in this structure style can be invokedin parallel. 

<pick> D Only one service component in this structure will be invoked. 

<condition> D A condition whose value can be true or false according to its Boolean expression. 

<otherwise> D A condition whose value is opposite to its Boolean expression. 

<case> D Similar to the case term in programming language, it presents a possible invoke path. 

<switch> D 
Similar to BPEL flow, the first service components in this structure style will be invoked if 

its condition is fulfilled. 

<while> D Service components in this structure style will be invoked repeatedly. 

<invoke> D It identifies a service component will be invoked here. 

invokeType A 
Attribute of <invoke>, identifies the type of service component. Its value can be mandatory, 

optional, mandatory with variability, and optional with variability. 

<serviceComponent> A Basic units of SOPL architecture, it represents a service component. 

<bpel4Arch> A It is the root element of a bepl4Arch file. 

archType A Attribute of <bpel4Arch>, it identifies reference or application architecture. 

domain A Attribute of <bpel4Arch>, it specifies the domain of SOPL. 

feature A 
Attribute of <serviceComponent>, it indentifies the name of feature that is mapped by this 

service component. 

feature_model_uri A Attribute of <serviceComponent>, it describes the uriof thefeature model. 

 

4.2 Model-driven Reference Architecture 

Generating 

As one of the most prominent techniques to provide 

an abstract overview of architecture models, feature 

modeling is used widely in current SPL methods [20-

22, 29]. However, feature modeling mainly focuses on 

the description of domain features, without providing 

representations of basic processes in a system’s 

architecture [23-25]. On the other hand, it is becoming 
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increasingly clear that a SOA cannot be useful without 

a clear focus on the business processes. Thus, a model-

driven approach for reference architecture generating is 

proposed in this paper, to derive a reference 

architecture thatsatisfies demanded SPL variability, 

flexibility and business process logic. 

As Figure 3 shows, this approach starts with an 

identification phase that is separated in component 

identification activity and service identification activity. 

Component identification takes an analysis of feature 

models to identify the architectural component 

candidates. Service identification aims to derive 

service candidates from business process models [26]. 

In this activity, processes themselves, their sub-

processes and process activities can be considered as 

molecular or orchestrating service candidates, 

depending on their granularities.  

 

Figure 3. Activities of the Approach for Reference 

ArchitectureGenerating 

The identification phase is followed by a variability 

analysis activity, which pays more attention on 

concrete implementation details of variability in the 

components or services. It receives the list of 

components and services identified previously to 

define and document the key architectural decisions 

regarding variability. Variation in reference 

architecture can be managed in two ways: variation 

point description and product line patterns. Service 

orientation can be used as a technique to implement 

variability, i.e., each variant can be implemented as a 

service. It is also necessary to introduce service 

internal variability through changing a class attribute, a 

class, a method or even a service. Product line patterns 

are used to model structural varieties through 

identifying commonality and variability of related 

business processes.  

Finally, architecture specification activity concludes 

this approach, in which the components, services, 

service orchestrations and their flows will be specified. 

For facilitating the translation between reference 

architecture and BPEL codes, the architecture 

description language bpel4Arch is used to describe and 

document the reference architecture of SOPL, after 

identifying the basic structural units (components and 

services) and defining the design decisions (variation 

decisions, quality decisions, etc.) of the reference 

architecture. 

4.3 Architecture Customization based on Rule 

Engine 

After the reference architecture has been modeled 

and implemented, feature-driven dynamic customization 

will be carried out to derive the application architecture 

for the target product during application engineering. A 

common architecture customization approach for 

different SOPLsis proposed based on rule engine. 

Figure 4 depicts the architecture of this rule engine 

based customizer.  

Target 

Application

Feature Selector

(Include QoS)

Rule Engine

(Inference Engine)

Knowledge Base

(Rule Base)

Working Memory

(Fact Base)

Knowledge Base

Editor

Domain 

Engineer

Application 

Engineer

 

Figure 4. Architecture of Rule Engine Based 

Customizer 

The rule base contains the rules in the form of if-

then statements, which represent the knowledge about 

the domain of SOPL. It is often provided by domain 

engineers through the knowledge base editor. The 

working memory contains the facts, which are smallest 

pieces of information supported by the rule engine. In 

our customizer, the facts are feature selections and 

non-functional property constraints provided by 

application engineers. The rule engine matches facts in 

the working memory against rules in the rule base, and 

determines which rules are applicable according to the 

reasoning method. Thefeature selector can help 

application engineer select desired features and non-

functional profiles. All these information can be used 

to execute the customization task. The knowledge base 

editor can help domain engineers develop and edit the 

domain knowledge for SOPLs. 

The feature-driven customization process in above 

rule engine based customizer is as follows: First, 

application engineers select desired features and non-

functional profiles through the feature selector for each 

concrete task of customization. After receiving all the 

customization information, the customizer will add 

them to the working memory as a set of facts. Then the 

reasoning task will be executed to check the 

correctness and consistency based on the feature model 

and feature dependency rules in the SOPL domain 

knowledge base, for determining the final features that 

will be included in the target product. After that, the 

service components, which are mapped to the final 

feature selections based on the dependency rules 

between features and service components, will be 

reorganized to derive customized application 

architecture based on the assembly rules extracted from 

the reference architecture. For more details how to 
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achieve architecture customization please refer to our 

publication [27]. 

4.4 Mapping Application Architecture to 

BPEL 

Through reference architecture generating and 

architecture customization, we get the application 

architecture that satisfies user’s functionality and QoS 

requirements. However, each service component 

appears in this architecture has not been bound to a 

concrete service, but an abstract service identified by a 

feature. To get a target product that can be executed on 

BPEL engine, we still need to translate this architecture 

to BPEL codes.  

For simplicity, traditional methods often map an 

abstract service node to one component or molecular 

service. These methods are easy to implement, 

however, in the real world, the fixed one-to-one 

mapping cannot satisfy required flexibility and 

scalability of SOPL. In addition, as one kind of large 

granularity component, service is being designed to 

implement more and more functions. So we pay more 

attention on the many-to-one mapping between 

abstract service nodes and a molecular service in this 

section, especially how to partition abstract service 

nodes, and map them to concrete molecular services to 

achieve the entire function for target product with 

minimal number of molecular services.  

4.4.1 Hypothesis and Definitions 

For simplicity, only linear abstract service node 

composition model is discussed here. We assume the 

function of each abstract service node is implemented 

by at least one molecular service. We first give the 

following definition of serviceable factor (SF). 

Definition 1. Serviceable Factor (SF) identifies the 

probabilities of that the function of a feature or a 

feature composition can be implemented by a 

molecular service. The value varies from 0 to 1. 

According to our hypothesis described before, SF of 

each single feature is 1. In the following, we will 

discuss how to calculate the SF for a feature 

composition.  

Definition 2. Semantic Similarity identifies the 

degree of similarity between any two features. It 

focuses on the topology structure of the feature model, 

without considering the relationships. The semantic 

similarity between any two features can be calculated 

as follows: 

max

max

( , ) 1,

( , )
( , )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

=

−

= × +

∩

×

∪

Sim X Y  where X=Y  or 

D Distance X Y
Sim X Y a

D

FeatureSet X FeatureSet Y
b

FeatureSet X FeatureSet Y

 

 
max

max

( ) ( )
,

− −

+ ×

≠

L Level X Level Y
c

L

where X Y

 (1) 

,a  ,b  c  are weighting parameters, which take on 

values in the range [0, 1] and reflect the contribution of 

distance, semantic overlap, and hierarchy level gap on 

semantic similarity. Their sum is required to be one, 

but how to set concrete values for them depends on 

specific feature models, including the largest path 

length, the number of nodes, and the hierarchy depth of 

the feature model. Generally their values are set 

according to domain experts or by experimental 

attempts to evaluate which combination fits more to the 

real world. ( , )Distance X Y  represents the path 

lengthfrom feature X to feature Y and the lengthof 

each edge is 1; 
max

D  is the largest distance for all pairs 

of features in the feature model; ( )FeatureSet X  

represents the feature set from feature X to the root R. 

( )Level X  represents the hierarchy level of feature X 

in the feature model. 
max

L  is the largest hierarchy level 

(depth) of the feature model. 

Definition 3. Semantic Relevance identifies the 

relationship of relevance between any two features in 

the feature model. The semantic similarity reflects the 

similarity between features on the topology structure of 

the feature model, however, there are also some kinds 

of relationships between any two features in the 

domain of SPL: Mandatory, Optional, Or, Alternative, 

Require, Exclude [25, 32]. When calculating the 

semantic relevance, we add an edge between feature X 

and Y, if X requires Y or Y requires X. For the 

relationship Exclude, there is no edge between the two 

features. Thus the distance is generally smaller than 

two, if a pair of features exists some positive (not 

Excludes) relationship. The formula of semantic 

relevance is as follows: 

 

( , ) 1

( , ) ,
( , )

Rel X Y where X Y

Rel X Y where X Y
Distance X Y

µ

µ

= =

= ≠

+

 (2) 

µ  is an adjustable parameter. Though µ  depends on 

specific feature model, generally we suggest it takes on 

value 3, since the distance is generally smaller than 

two if some positive relationship exists. 

Semantic similarity reflects the implication relations 

while semantic relevance reflects specific relationships 

defined by domain experts, the two indicators both 

have contributions to the serviceable factor. We used 

three different comprehensive analyzing methods, e.g. 

average value, product value, and the method similar to 

addition formula of probability, to test which 

combination of semantic similarity and semantic 

relevance is more fit to actual cases, i.e. the higher the 

serviceable factor of each method for the combination 
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with any two features, the higher the probability to find 

out a molecular service in the real-world UDDI or 

service library. After comparing the calculated 

serviceable factor of each method with service 

matchingin the real-world UDDI or service library, we 

find that the third method is more fit to actual cases 

through the experimental selections. The used formula 

of serviceable factor is as follows: 

 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , )

SF X Y Sim X Y Rel X Y Sim X Y

Rel X Y

= + −

×

 (3) 

Let 
1 2

{ , ,...... }
n n

F f f f=  represent a composite 

feature set that has n features, and the serviceable 

factor of 
n

F  can be calculated as follows: 

 
2

( , )

( )

i j

i j

n

n

SF f f

SF F i n and j n
C

≠

= ≤ ≤

∑
 (4) 

4.4.2 The Optimal Partition Algorithm 

To partition the application architecture for deriving 

the target product with minimum number of molecular 

services, enumerating all the possible partitions is 

necessary. However, the complexity of this kind of 

method is so high that cannot be applied to practical 

applications, especially when the number of abstract 

services is high. Thus, to reduce the number of match 

between features and all molecular services in UDDI 

or service library, we propose to use MIP technique to 

find the optimal partition, where the number of 

molecular services is minimum and the probability to 

find a molecular service for each segment is high. 

As the first step of this optimal method, we define a 

matrix [ , ]SF n n  to denote the serviceable factor of 

each segment of the abstract service component nodes, 

i.e. [ , ]SF i j  denotes the serviceable factor of the 

segment of abstract service nodes form node 1i +  to 

1j + , where 0 , 0i n  j n≤ < ≤ < . So for each i  and j , 

the value of [ , ]SF i j  can be calculated according to Eq. 

(4) if i j< . When i j= , that means there is only one 

abstract service node in this segment, so the value of 

[ , ]SF i j  is 1 according to our hypothesis.  

Then we use MIP model to find the optimal partition 

for the sequential abstract service nodes. First, we 

define the binary decision variable 
ij

X , i j≤  for each 

abstract service segment from node i  to j  such that 

1
ij

X =  if this abstract service segment is selectedto be 

included in the partition, and 0
ij

X =

 
otherwise. 

Furthermore, in order to reduce the number of variable 

ij
X

 
and improve the efficiency of our MIP model, we 

set a default value 0 for 
ij

X
 
when i j> , and then we 

execute a first filtering through setting 0
ij

X =

 
when 

[ , ] ,SF i j τ<  τ  is an adjustable parameter, which 

indentifies the threshold of serviceable factor to find a 

molecular service. As analyzed before, we can select n  
abstract service segments at most in the worst case. So 

we use the following allocation constraints in the 

model: 

The objective function of our MIP model is to 

minimize the number of molecular services needed to 

match with the features and maximize the sum of 

serviceable factor of these abstract service segments. 

So the objective function can be expressed as follows: 

1 1 1 1

0 0
( [ , ] )

minimize( )
(1 )

n n n n

ij iji j i i j i
X SF i j X

n n

τ
α β

τ

− − − −

= = = =

− ∗

× −

−

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
 (5) 

α  and β  are contribution factors of the two features: 

the number of needed molecular service and the sum of 

serviceable factor. 

Abstract service segments in the partition cannot 

overlap each other, so we should make sure only one 

abstract service segment which starts from node i  or 

ends to j  can be selected at most in the partition. Thus 

the following constraint should be added: 

 
1

0
1, 0 1

a n

iji j a
X a n

−

= =

≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ −∑ ∑  (6) 

Furthermore, the selection of partition must ensure 

all the abstract service component nodes have been 

included in. From Eq. (6) we know each abstract 

service component node can be selected once at most, 

so we add the following constraint to the model: 

 
1 1

0
( 1)

n n

iji j i
j i X n

− −

= =

− + =∑ ∑  (7) 

By solving this model using any MIP solver method, 

we can get an optimal set of abstract service segments, 

and then we will test whether this partition can find a 

molecular service for each abstract service segment. In 

most of cases, this try will succeed, because we have 

made the service factor of each candidate abstract 

service segment is larger than the given threshold and 

the sum of service factor is as large as possible under 

other constraints. In the rare cases that the best 

selection cannot meet the requirements, we can still 

rapidly get the best one from the rest selections through 

executing MIP solver again, by adding the following 

constraints to the model: 

 0
1

m z
ijz

X m
=

< +∑  (8) 

Where z
ijX

 
is the set of abstract service segments 

that are selected in the last optimal partition. The 

purpose of this constraint is to exclude the last optimal 

partition solution from the rest candidates in the next 

solving process. Then we will repeat this process until 

finding a partition that can find a molecular service for 

each abstract service segment. Compared with the 

enumerating methods, the number of needed service 
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matches of our partition method is much smaller and 

the efficiency is higher. After deriving the optimal 

partition we can use it to translate application 

architecture to BPEL for the target product through 

replacing abstract service segments with selected 

molecular services. Due to space limitations, the 

concrete details of these replacements are omitted here. 

5 Implementation 

5.1 Case Study 

To clarify and explain the proposed approach, we 

introduce an initial case study on the E-Shopping 

domain in this section. Part of the feature model of the 

E-Shopping SOPLis presented in Figure 6, by using the 

protegeto document and analyze feature models [28].  

 

Figure 6. Part of Feature Model of E-Shopping Domain 

Applying the technique for component identification, 

we finish with the following component candidates: 

create shopping cart, product list, add product to cart, 

delete from cart, request checkout, fraud detection, 

credit card payment, PayPal payment, cargo insurance 

and delivery components. There are also some other 

components, e.g. access control, customer management 

that were excluded from this figure due to the space 

limitation. Figure 7 depicts the simplified business 

process for the domain of E-Shopping. It starts with an 

activity that creates a shopping cart. Then customers 

can get the details of products in the view of product 

list. After adding products to shopping cart, customers 

can request a checkout operation. Subsequently, 

customer will make a decision of selecting cargo 

insurance or not, before delivering the products. At last, 

it’s time to pay for these products. An optional Fraud 

Detection will be executed before selecting a concrete 

payment method that can be credit card or PayPal, in 

order to support versatile security functionalities in 

different levels. 

 

Figure 7. E-Shopping Business Process 

From the business process, following service 

candidates were identified first: create shopping cart, 

product list view, shopping cart management, request 

checkout, cargo insurance, delivery, fraud detection, 

credit card payment and PayPal payment. Then, during 

variability analysis phase, the cargo insurance and 

delivery service candidates can be reduced to only one 

service through introducing variability to the service 

interface, to reflect the service operation cargo 

insurance is optional. In the case of payment method 

feature, we use service orientation technique to 

implement the variability. Credit card payment and 

PayPal payment are the two services implementing the 

variants of payment method feature. The optionalfraud 

detection feature is also implemented as a service. In 

addition, due to low variability granularity, sub-

features of shopping cart manage (add product to cart 

and delete from cart) were put all in a unique 

component with internal variability. 

After all architectural decisions derived, the 

reference architecture (Figure 8) of E-Shopping SOPL 

is documented by a bpel4Arch file. A code fragment of 

this file is described in Figure 9. As mentioned before, 

the bpel4Arch code consists of the Tags of definition 

and properties of service components, and the Tags of 

topology relationship between these service 
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components. 

Then we can transform the feature model and 

reference architecture to rules by applying the 

technique proposed in our previous work [25], to 

achieve the customization based on the rule engine. As 

Figure 10 shows, the feature model and reference 

architecture are first transformed to the First Order 

Predicts, e.g. the definition, type, and relationship of 

features, and the definition, type, and mapping 

relationship of service components, etc. Then we 

assume the user selects both the cargo insurance and 

fraud detection features with the feature selector, and 

the selected payment method is credit card. The rule 

engine based customizer will use above predicts and 

user’s selections to derive the application architecture, 

by using the customization rules. Here we just list three 

example rules for this case study, the first is to 

determine the internal variability of service component 

Shipping service; the second is to determine the 

optional service component fraud detection; the third is 

to determine the alternative service component credit 

card payment. After the customization, we can get the 

application architecture of E-Shopping SOPL where 

each variation point in the reference architecture will 

be bind to a specific variant. 

The process view of application architecture of E-

Shopping SOPL is depicted in Figure 11. From this 

figure we can see that there are six sequential activity 

nodes. Each activity node can be implemented in at 

least one molecular service according to the 

assumption. We also assume there is an external 

molecular service security credit card payment that can 

achieve the function of Fraud detection and credit card 

payment service. To get the structure of BPEL with 

minimum number of molecular services, we use the 

MIP technique to derive the optimal partition of these 

activity nodes. Table 2 depicts the calculated 

serviceable factor matrix. 

 

Figure 8. Reference Architecture of E-Shopping 

<bpel4Arch  name=“ES_RefArch”  archType=“reference”  domain=“E-Shopping”  

    feature_model_url=“http://www.abc.com/e-shopping-feature-model”> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“create_shopping_cart_SC”  feature=“Create Shopping Cart”/> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“add_product_to_cart_SC”  feature=“Add Product to Cart”/> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“request_checkout_SC”  feature=“Request Checkout”/> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“shipping_SC”  feature=“Shipping”/> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“fraud_detection _SC”  feature=“Fraud Detection”/> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“credit_card_payment_SC”  feature=“Credit Card”/> 

    <serviceComponent  name=“paypal_payment_SC”  feature=“PayPal”/> 

    <sequence> 

      <invoke name=“create_shopping_cart_service”  

           serviceComponent=“create_shopping_cart_SC”  invokeType=“mandatory” /> 

       <invoke name=“add_product_to_cart_service”  

           serviceComponent=“add_product_to_cart_SC”  invokeType=“mandatory” /> 

        <invoke name=“request_checkout_service”  

                serviceComponent=“request_checkout_SC”  invokeType=“mandatory” /> 

       <invoke name=“shipping_service” 

          serviceComponent=“shipping _SC”  invokeType=“mandatory with variability” /> 

    <invoke name=“fraud_detection_service” 

           serviceComponent=“fraud_detection_SC”  invokeType=“optional” /> 

        <invoke name=“payment_service”  invokeType=“mandatory with variability”> 

          <List name=“payment_SC_List”  type=“alternative”  min=1  max=2> 

             <serviceComponent=“credit_card_payment_SC” /> 

             <serviceComponent=“paypal_payment_SC” /> 

           </List> 

       </invoke> 

    </sequence> 

</bpel4Arch> 
 

Figure 9. bpel4arch code fragment for the E-Shopping case study 
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Feature Predicts: 

feature(Shipping), 

feature(Cargo Insurance),  

feature(Fraud Detection), 

feature(Credit Card), 

parent_is(Cargo Insurance, Shipping), 

type_is(Shipping, mandatory),  

type_is(Cargo Insurance, optional), 

type_is(Fraud Detection, optional), 

type_is(Credit Card, alternative) 

User’s Selections: 

selected(Cargo Insurance, true),  

selected(Fraud Detection, true), 

selected(Credit Card, true) 

Architecture Predicts: 

serviceComponent(shipping_SC),  

serviceComponent(shipping_with_insurance_SC), 

serviceComponent(fraud_detection_SC), 

serviceComponent(credit_card_payment_SC) 

type_is(shipping_SC, mandatory_with_variability), 

type_is(fraut_detection_SC, optional), 

type_is(credit_card_payment_SC, optional) 

feature_map(shipping_SC, Shipping),  

feature_map(shipping_with_insurance_SC, Cargo Insurance), 

feature_map(fraud_detection_SC, Fraud Detection), 

feature_map(credit_card_payment_SC, Credit Card), 

sequence(shipping_SC, fraut_detection_SC), 

sequence(fraut_detection_SC, payment_SC_List) 

Customization Rules: 

(1)  feature(Cargo Insurance) ^ parent_is(Cargo Insurance, Shipping)  ^ serviceComponent(shipping_SC) 

^ feature_map(shipping_SC, Shipping) ^ type_is(shipping_SC, mandatory_with_variability) ^ 

selected(Cargo Insurance, true) � ArcIncluded(shipping_with_insurance_SC , true) ^ 

sequence(shipping_with_insurance_SC, fraud_detection_SC) 

(2) feature(Fraud Detection) ^ selected(Fraud Detection, true) ^ serviceComponent(fraud_detection_SC) ^ 

feature_map(fraud_detection_SC, Fraud Detection) � ArcIncluded(fraud_detection_SC, true) 

(3) feature(Credit Card) ^ selected(Credit Card, true) ^ serviceComponent(credit_card_SC) ^ 

feature_map(credit_card_SC, Credit Card) � ArcIncluded(credit_card_SC, true) ^ 

sequence(fraud_detection_SC, credit_card_SC) 

 

Figure 10. Rule-based customization for application architecture of E-Shopping SOPL 

Create 

shopping cart

Add product 

to cart

Request

checkout

Fraud 

detection

Shipping

with insurance

Credit card 

payment  

Figure 11. Application Architecture of E-Shopping SOPL 

Table 2. Serviceable factor matrix (i: Start index; j: End index) 

j 

i 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 0.51 0.58 0.55 0.52 0.51 

1 0 1 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.49 

2 0 0 1 0.57 0.54 0.55 

3 0 0 0 1 0.57 0.61 

4 0 0 0 0 1 0.80 

5 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Then, we use the open source lpsolve 5.5 to solve 

the MIP model setting 0.5α β= = . From table 2 we 

can see the serviceable factor for each abstract service 

segment is between 0.45 and 0.80, and the probability 

of finding out a concrete service for an abstract service 

segment is almost zero when the serviceable factor is 

below 0.7 according to the domain experts, so we set 

the threshold of service factor 0.7τ = . By running 

thelpsove once, we derive an optimal partition for this 

case study. In this partition, abstract service component 

node 0 to 3 will map a concrete molecular service 

separately; abstract service 4 and 5 will put together to 

map a concrete molecular service. Then we will try to 

find concrete molecular service candidates for each 

segment of this partition. If we can find all the service 

candidates, that means this partition is the final optimal 

partition, else we will run lpsolve again to find the next 

optimal partition selection through adding the 

constraints to this MIP model according to Eq. (8). 

5.2 Optimal Partition Performance 

Evaluation 

In this subsection, we will evaluate the performance 

of the proposed MIP based optimal partition method. 

We first develop a feature mode with more than 200 

feature nodes. Then we calculate the value of 

serviceable factor for any two features according to Eq. 

(3). Here we set 5,a =  1,b =  0.2c =  for Eq. (1), 

3µ =  for Eq. (2), 0.6,α =  0.4β =  for Eq. (5) and 

0.8τ = . 

Figure 12(a) shows the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) of the number of MIP solving with 

different number of abstract service component nodes k 

separately. The results can be summarized as follows: 

‧ Overall, optimal partition method achieves good 

results for all examined values of k. For 10k = , at 

least 90% of the application architecture can find the 

optimal partition within one MIP solving. Even 
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for 50,k =  at least 80% of the application 

architecture can find the optimal partition within 

four MIP solving. 

‧ Larger k  achieves lower efficiency. That means if 

the number of abstract service components is larger, 

we need more MIP solving to map application 

architecture to BPEL. Because larger number of 

abstract service components means more abstract 

service segments whose serviceable factor is larger 

than the threshold, so the probability to find 

molecular services for the partition is lower, 

resulting in more MIP solving to find the optimal 

partition. 

Figure 13(a) shows the percentage of the number of 

final selected molecular service under different number 

of abstract service nodes. We can see that these values 

are stable near 99%, little affected by the number of 

abstract service nodes. This distribution shows that our 

method can achieve stable efficiency on reducing 

number of final selected molecular service, 

independent of the number of abstract service 

component nodes. 

Then we keep the number of abstract service fixed 

to 20. Figure 12(b) and Figure 13(b) depict CDF of 

MIP solving and the percentage of selected services 

under different value of α  separately, when 0.4β = . 

We can see that larger value of α  achieves lower 

efficiency on number of MIP solving and higher 

efficiency on number of needed molecular services. 

The results can be explained as follows: larger value of 

α  means the influence of the number of molecular 

services on the final selection is strengthened, so in 

most cases, we need less molecular services to achieve 

the entire function. However, less molecular services 

means more abstract service segments with more than 

one abstract service component node will be tested if 

can find a molecular service to achieve its function, so 

we need more number of MIP solving to find the final 

optimal partition. 

On the contrary, as depicted by Figure 12(c) and 

Figure 13(c) where 0.6α =  and β  varies from 0.3 to 

0.4, larger value of β  achieves higher efficiency on 

the number of MIP resolving and lower efficiency on 

the number of needed molecular services. The reason is 

similar to Figure 12(b) and Figure 13(b). Due to space 

limitation, we don’t describe it more detail. 

 

   

(a) Different number of abstract 

service component nodes 

(b) Different valuesof α (c) Different values of β 

Figure 12. CDF of MIP solving under  

   

(a) Different number of abstract 

service component nodes 

(b) Different values of α (c) Different values of β 

Figure 13. Percentage of selected service under  
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From above analysis, we can see that α  and β  
have greater impact on efficiency of needed molecular 

services than k. It is thus important to assign 

appropriate values forthem. However, the optimal α 

and β depend on specific application scenarios, 

including user’s preference, feature model, and used 

UDDI. A good rule of thumb is that setting default α 

and β to 0.5, and then try experimental attempts (with 

different combinations of them) or use some machine 

learning method to get the optimal combination of α 

and β, which can achieve better balance between them 

and bring highest efficiency on needed molecular 

services. 

5.3 Product Derivation Efficiency Evaluation 

Next we report the efficiency results of empirical 

evaluations of our method on E-Shopping case study, 

when comparing with GenArch, which is a model-

based product derivation tool developed for 

component-based SPL [24]. For each customization, 

we use the same feature selections to drive product 

derivation and record time spent to get the product. 

Figure 14(a) shows the average derivation time, which 

is normalized to that spent for customization with 5 

selected features by using GenArch, with different 

number of selected features. 

 

   

(a) Average derivation time  (b) Required number of services or 

components for customization with 

different number of selected features 

(c) Average modification time with 

different number of modified 

functions 

Figure 14.  

As we can see, our method achieves 60%-87% 

efficiency improvement for product derivation without 

MIP-Based optimal partition. Even with MIP-Based 

optimal partition, it can also achieve 53%-67% 

efficiency improvement. The main reason is that 

GenArch needs to copy the required codes of 

components to generate a JAVA project, while our 

method only needs to derive a BPEL file. Figure 14(b) 

shows the average number of required services or 

components to derive the target product with different 

number of selected features. From this figure, we can 

see that our method achieves better efficiency on 

number of needed molecular services than GenArch. It 

is mainly because the optimal partition aims to derive 

the target products with fewer services by mapping 

more than one feature to a molecular service. 

We also evaluate the average time of our method to 

change some functions after a product has been derived. 

We first derive a product with 10 selected features, 

then we change some functions and record the time to 

achieve this change. The cost time is normalized to one 

function modification. Figure 14(c) shows the 

comparative results on average time to achieve such 

modifications with different number of modified 

functions. We can see that our method achieves better 

efficiency on modification time than GenArch. 

Because it just needs to modify the implementation 

details of the required services, while GenArch has to 

re-execute the derivation process, which is time-

consuming, e.g. its average derivation time is nearly 10 

times as the time to change one function. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, an efficient architecture-centric 

approach for SOPL development is proposed. To 

achieve this development, the BPEL-Based 

architecture style and the architecture description 

language bpel4Arch are developed first. Then, based 

on them, a model-driven reference architecture 

generating method and a common architecture 

customization approach are proposed based on the rule 

engine. Furthermore, for facilitating the translation 

between application architecture and BPEL codes, we 

also provide an optimal partition for application 

architecture according to the mapping between abstract 

service component nodes and concrete service 

candidates in the domain service library, in order to 

achieve the entire function of application architecture 

with minimum molecular services. Finally, a case 

study and some evaluations prove the feasibility and 

high efficiency of the proposed approach. Due to 

limitation of the number of available services in 

production, the optimization performance and 
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derivation efficiency of our method are currently 

validated only by controlled experiments. However, in 

the future, we plan to apply and improve the proposed 

method in the real world SOPL application 

development. 
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